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Ubiquitous Neutrino Flux
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High Energy Neutrino Astronomy:  Motivation!
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Confirmed by Fermi-LAT 
Science 339 (2013) 807.!

Supernova Remnants!

What is the origin of Cosmic Rays  with E up to 1020 eV ?  !

Low ν fluxes and small interaction cross section: !
need for 1 km3 detector- Neutrino Telescopes!

Neutrinos as probes of the HE Universe 

AGN !

GRB !

J. Kiryluk (SBU), ICHEP2014, 2-9 July 2014!

 Eν:  1010 eV  - 1018 eV!



High-energy Neutrinos: Astrophysical Messengers
Multi-Messenger Astronomy

• Cosmic Messengers:

4 Cosmic Rays
4 Gamma Rays
4 Neutrinos

! Gravitational Waves

‹ Neutrino astronomy:

4 closely related to cosmic
rays (CRs) and �-rays

4 weak interaction during
propagation

4 ideal probe for
10 TeV-10 EeV anisotropy
and tomography

• Challenges:

8 low statistics
8 large backgrounds
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Markus Ahlers (UW-Madison) Interpretation of Results on Cosmic Neutrinos May 3, 2016 slide 2



Need Very Large Detectors 4

extended surface array and a radio array to achieve im-
proved sensitivity to neutrinos in the 1016-1020 eV energy
range, including GZK neutrinos.

While details of the design of the IceCube-Gen2 high-
energy array, such as the inter-string separations and
deployment geometries, remain to be finalized, key el-
ements of its baseline design are robust. The hot wa-
ter drilling systems that deploys instrumentation deep
into the Antarctic glacier and the digital optical mod-
ule that records the light radiated by secondary particles
produced in neutrino interactions are the key elements
for the construction of IceCube-Gen2 . Based upon the
highly successful designs of the IceCube project, mini-
mal modifications will target improvements focused on
modernization, e�ciency, and cost savings. These ro-
bust baseline designs allow for construction of IceCube-
Gen2 with exceptionally low levels of cost and schedule
risk while still exploring new concepts for light sensors
in parallel. Further, due to its digital architecture, the
next-generation facility can be operated jointly with the
IceCube detector without a significant increase in opera-
tional costs.

The path forward is clear. A complete preliminary de-
sign for the IceCube-Gen2 high-energy array that com-
bines the robust systems for drilling and detector instru-
mentation with an optimized deployment arrangement
that maximizes sensitivity to these newly found astro-
physical neutrinos will evolve in the near future. Once in
operation, the IceCube-Gen2 high-energy array, as part
of the larger IceCube-Gen2 facility at the South Pole, will
truly be the flagship experiment of the emerging field of
neutrino astronomy.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. IceCube: the First Kilometer-Scale Neutrino
Detector

High-energy neutrinos have a unique potential to probe
the extreme universe. Neutrinos reach us from the edge
of the universe without absorption or deflection by mag-
netic fields. They can escape unscathed from the inner
neighborhood of black holes and from the accelerators
where cosmic rays are born. Their weak interactions
make neutrinos very di�cult to detect. By the 1970s,
it had been understood [5] that a kilometer-scale detec-
tor was needed to observe the GZK neutrinos produced
in the interactions of cosmic rays with background mi-
crowave photons [6]. Today’s estimates of neutrino fluxes
from potential cosmic ray accelerators such as galactic
supernova remnants, active galactic nuclei (AGN), and
gamma-ray bursts (GRB) point to the same size require-
ment [7–13]. Building such a neutrino telescope has been
a daunting technical challenge, focusing on instrumenta-
tion of large natural volumes of water or ice to observe
the Cherenkov light emitted by the secondary particles
produced when neutrinos interact with nuclei inside or

FIG. 1. Schematic of the IceCube detector.

near the detector [14, 15].

Early e↵orts focused on deep-water-based detec-
tors include DUMAND[16], Lake Baikal[17], and
ANTARES[18–20], which have paved the way toward the
proposed construction of KM3NeT[21] in the Mediter-
ranean sea and GVD[22] in Lake Baikal, both with com-
plementary fields of view to that of IceCube. The deep
ice of the Antarctic glacier is host to the first kilometer-
scale neutrino observatory. IceCube[23, 24], completed
and in full operation since 2010, builds upon the pioneer-
ing work of the Antarctic Muon and Neutrino Detector
Array (AMANDA)[25] and has begun to probe signals
from astrophysical neutrinos.

The IceCube neutrino detector (Fig. 1) consists of 86
strings, each instrumented with 60 ten-inch photomulti-
pliers spaced 17 m apart over a total length of one kilo-
meter. The deepest modules are located at a depth of
2.45 km so that the instrument is shielded from the large
background of cosmic rays at the surface by approxi-
mately 1.5 km of ice. Strings are arranged at apexes of
equilateral triangles that are 125 m on a side. The in-
strumented detector volume is a cubic kilometer of dark
and highly transparent [26] Antarctic ice.

Each digital optical module (DOM) consists of a glass
sphere containing the photomultiplier and electronics
that independently digitize the signals locally using an
onboard computer. The digitized signals are given a
global time stamp accurate to better than 3 ns and are
subsequently transmitted to the surface. Processors at
the surface continuously collect the time-stamped signals
from the optical modules, and trigger events based on
coincident signals seen in several DOMs. The depth of
the detector and its projected area determine the trigger
rate of approximately 2.7 kHz for penetrating muons pro-
duced by interactions of cosmic rays in the atmosphere
above, outnumbering neutrinos by one per million at TeV
energies. The neutrino rate is dominated by neutrinos
produced in the Earth’s atmosphere. The first challenge



Neutrino Detection at IceCube
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6-year HESE Dataset
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Observation of Astrophysical Neutrinos in Six Years of IceCube Data

(a) deposited energies (b) arrival directions

Figure 4: Deposited energies and arrival directions of the observed events and expected contribu-
tions from backgrounds and astrophysical neutrinos. Atmospheric muon backgrounds (estimated
from data) are shown in red. Atmospheric neutrino backgrounds are shown in blue with 1s uncer-
tainties on the prediction shown as a gray band. For scale, the 90% CL upper bound on the charm
component of atmospheric neutrinos is shown as a magenta line. The best-fit astrophysical spec-
tra (assuming an unbroken power-law model) are shown in gray. The solid line assumes a single
power-law model, whereas the dashed line assumes a two power-law model, using the spectrum
derived in [10] as a prior for the high-energy component. Only events above 60 TeV are considered
in the fit.

like events in the sample. We removed events 32 and 55 (two coincident muons from unrelated air
showers) and 28 (event with sub-threshold hits in the IceTop array) for purposes of all clustering
analyses. This test (see Fig. 5) did not yield significant evidence of clustering with p-values of 44%
and 77% for the shower-only and the all-events tests, respectively. We also performed a galac-
tic plane clustering test using a fixed width of 2.5� around the plane (p-value 23.4%) and using a
variable-width scan (p-value 17.4%). All above p-values are corrected for trials.

6. Future Plans
Modified analysis strategies in IceCube have managed to reduce the energy threshold for a selec-
tion of starting events even further in order to be better able to describe the observed flux and its
properties [7], but at this time they have only been applied to the first two years of data used for
this study. Corresponding lower-threshold datasets, using the full set of data collected by IceCube
will become available soon [11]. In addition, combined fits of this dataset and others like the
through-going muon channel [10] are currently in preparation [11].

Due to the simplicity and robustness of this search with respect to systematics when compared
to more detailed searches, it is well suited towards triggering and providing input for follow-up
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82 events with > 7σ excess over atmospheric background.
[ICRC Proceedings, 1710.01191]



8-year TG Dataset
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Measurement of the Diffuse Astrophysical Muon Neutrino Flux with IceCube C. Haack

Figure 4 Measured astrophysical flux. Left: Unfolded neutrino energy spectrum in comparison
to the best-fit fluxes. Right: Uncertainty range of the observed astro-physical per-flavor flux in
comparison with the best fit atmospheric background and the results from the starting event analysis
[6].

test for a spectral cutoff implemented as exponential factor in the flux model:

dF
n+n̄

dE
= exp

✓
� E

Ecut

◆
·Fastro ·

✓
E

100TeV

◆�gastro

·10�18GeV �1cm�2s�1sr�1. (4.2)

The cutoff energy Ecut is found to be strongly degenerate with a softer spectral index g , and both
parameters cannot be fitted concurrently. Therefore, the test is performed for two distinct assump-
tions of the astrophysical flux parameters: (A) The best fit hypothesis with gastro = 2.19 and (B) a
benchmark model with gastro = 2.0. All other parameters are free in the fit.

Figure 5 Likelihood scan for the hypothesis test of a spectral cut-off. Left gastro = 2.0. Right:
gastro = 2.19

The results of both fits are shown in figure 5 as 2D profile likelihood scans in Ecut and Fastro.
For our best-fit spectrum (A) a cut-off is not significant. However, for an index harder than preferred
by our measurement a cut-off would be required. For the benchmark hypothesis (B) of a hard

35

∼ 1000 events with 6.7σ excess over atmospheric background.
[ICRC Proceedings, 1710.01191]
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Observation of Astrophysical Neutrinos in Six Years of IceCube Data
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Figure 1: Arrival angles and electromagnetic-equivalent deposited energies of the events. Track-
like events are indicated with crosses whereas shower-like events are shown as filled circles. The
error bars show 68% confidence intervals including statistical and systematic errors. Deposited
energy as shown here is always a lower limit on the primary neutrino energy.

IceCube Preliminary

Figure 2: Best-fit per-flavor neutrino flux results (combined neutrino and anti-neutrino) as a func-
tion of energy. The black points with 1s uncertainties are extracted from a combined likelihood fit
of all background components together with an astrophysical flux component with an independent
normalization in each energy band (assuming an E�2 spectrum within each band). The atmospheric
neutrino and muon fluxes are already subtracted. The best-fit conventional flux and the best-fit up-
per limit on “prompt” neutrinos are shown separately, not taking into account the effect of the
atmospheric self-veto, which will significantly reduce their contribution. The blue band shows the
1s uncertainties on the result of a single power-law fit to the HESE data. The pink band shows
the nµ,up best fit [10] with 1s uncertainties. Its length indicates the approximate sensitive energy
range of the nµ,up analysis.

457

For 1-comp power-law flux

Φν = Φ0

(
Eν
E0

)−γ
, γ = 2.9+0.33

−0.29 (HESE) vs 2.19± 0.10 (TG)

Theory expectation γ ∼ 2.
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Figure 2: Best-fit per-flavor neutrino flux results (combined neutrino and anti-neutrino) as a func-
tion of energy. The black points with 1s uncertainties are extracted from a combined likelihood fit
of all background components together with an astrophysical flux component with an independent
normalization in each energy band (assuming an E�2 spectrum within each band). The atmospheric
neutrino and muon fluxes are already subtracted. The best-fit conventional flux and the best-fit up-
per limit on “prompt” neutrinos are shown separately, not taking into account the effect of the
atmospheric self-veto, which will significantly reduce their contribution. The blue band shows the
1s uncertainties on the result of a single power-law fit to the HESE data. The pink band shows
the nµ,up best fit [10] with 1s uncertainties. Its length indicates the approximate sensitive energy
range of the nµ,up analysis.
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Two-component Solution

Two-component flux explanation for the high energy neutrino
events at IceCube

Chien-Yi Chen,1 P. S. Bhupal Dev,2 and Amarjit Soni1
1Department of Physics, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973, USA

2Consortium for Fundamental Physics, School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Manchester,
Manchester M13 9PL, United Kingdom

(Received 2 December 2014; published 1 October 2015)

Understanding the spectral and flavor composition of the astrophysical neutrino flux responsible for the
recently observed ultrahigh-energy events at IceCube is of great importance for both astrophysics and
particle physics. We perform a statistical likelihood analysis to the three-year IceCube data and derive the
allowed range of the spectral index and flux normalization for various well-motivated physical flavor
compositions at the source. While most of the existing analyses so far assume the flavor composition of the
neutrinos at an astrophysical source to be (1:2:0), it seems rather unnatural to assume only one type of
source, once we recognize the possibility of at least two physical sources. Bearing this in mind, we entertain
the possibility of a two-component source for the analysis of IceCube data. It appears that our two-
component hypothesis explains some key features of the data better than a single-component scenario; i.e.
it addresses the apparent energy gap between 400 TeV and about 1 PeV and easily accommodates the
observed track-to-shower ratio. Given the extreme importance of the flavor composition for the correct
interpretation of the underlying astrophysical processes as well as for the ramification for particle physics,
this two-component flux should be tested as more data is accumulated.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.92.073001 PACS numbers: 95.85.Ry, 13.15.+g, 14.60.Lm, 98.70.Sa

I. INTRODUCTION

The recent observation of ultrahigh-energy (UHE) neu-
trino events at IceCube [1–3] in a previously uncharted
energy regime has commenced a new era in neutrino
astrophysics. Following the initial two events around
1 PeV deposited energy [1], an additional 26 events were
found in the 30–400 TeV energy range [2] with the two-
year data set. More recently, a further nine events were
reported with the three-year data set [3], with one event
at 2 PeV, the highest-energy neutrino interaction ever
observed in nature. Together, the observed total of 37
candidate events rejects a purely atmospheric explanation at
5.7σ [3] and strongly suggests an extraterrestrial origin.
This provides a unique opportunity to directly probe the
energetic physical processes occurring in dense astrophysi-
cal environments, which are otherwise inaccessible with
traditional messengers like photons or charged particles in
cosmic rays.
It is imperative for both astrophysics and particle physics

to understand all possible aspects of the UHE neutrino
events, and in particular, to extract information on the
possible source(s) and the underlying spectral shape of
the astrophysical neutrino flux (for reviews, see e.g.
Refs. [4,5]). Since no significant clustering is observed
[3], and there is no evidence for pointlike sources of
astrophysical neutrinos [6], the current data suggest either
many isotropically distributed point sources or some
spatially extended sources. Moreover, most of the UHE
neutrino events have arrival directions in high Galactic

latitudes [3], thereby suggesting a dominant extragalactic
component [7], which could be attributed to various astro-
physical sources.1 Typical examples are cosmic ray (CR)
reservoirs like starburst galaxies and galaxy clusters/groups
[10], CR accelerators like active galactic nuclei (AGNs)
[11,12], gamma-ray bursts [13] and newborn pulsars [14],
or even charmed meson decays in mildly relativistic
jets of supernovae [15]. A cosmogenic source due to
UHECR interactions with the CMB background [16] is
now disfavored [17].
There are two conventional production sources of UHE

neutrinos from interactions of UHECRs in a dense astro-
physical system [18], namely (i) hadronuclear production
by inelastic pp or pn scattering in cosmic ray reservoirs
like starburst galaxies and galaxy clusters/groups, and
(ii) photohadronic production by pγ scattering in cosmic
ray accelerators like GRBs and AGN. Both kinds of sources
produce charged pions/kaons, whose subsequent decays
are expected to give rise to astrophysical neutrinos.
For charged pions produced by pp scattering, isospin
invariance yields a roughly equal ratio of πþ; π− and π0

production, and the subsequent decay chain

π" → μ" þ νμðν̄μÞ; μ" → e" þ νeðν̄eÞ þ ν̄μðνμÞ ð1Þ

1A subdominant Galactic contribution, possibly associated
with known local large diffuse TeV to PeV gamma-ray sources at
the Galactic center [8] or the interstellar medium [9] cannot be
ruled out yet.

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 92, 073001 (2015)
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Observation of Astrophysical Neutrinos in Six Years of IceCube Data

high-energy (“hard”) component of the HESE two power-law fit. The results are shown in Fig. 3,
together with the single power-law fit. A non-zero second component with a softer spectrum is then
preferred by the likelihood fit. Due to the large uncertainties on this low-energy (“soft”) component
it is compatible with zero within about 2s in which case the fit reduces to a single astrophysical
component. A corresponding likelihood ratio test comparing the single power-law fit with the two
power-law fit using the independent n

µ,up measurement as a prior yields a p-value of 1.5%. Despite
the strong prior, there is no clear evidence for a break in the astrophysical spectrum in the HESE
data. Future IceCube analyses to be presented later this year, using samples extending to lower

Figure 3: Contour plot of the best-fit astrophysical spectral index gastro vs. best-fit per-flavor
normalization at 100TeV, Fastro. Shown is the single power-law fit in black (“1-Component”),
where the best-fit point is marked with a black star. The best-fit power law is E2

f(E) =

2.46±0.8⇥10�8(E/100TeV)�0.92GeVcm�2s�1sr�1. The orange contours show the best-fit com-
ponents assuming a two power-law hypothesis with the n

µ,up best fit [10], shown in pink, as a prior
for the hard component. Due to the large uncertainties on the soft component it is compatible with
zero within ⇡ 2s , in which case the fit reduces to a single astrophysical component.

energies and incorporating multiple channels, will have improved sensitivity to a possible break in
the astrophysical spectrum. Distributions of the HESE data events compared to background and
best-fit signal expectations for the above described single and two power-law model fits as func-
tions of deposited energy and declination can be found in figures 4a and 4b, respectively.

5. Spatial Clustering
A maximum-likelihood clustering method [3] was used to look for any neutrino point source in
the sample. The test statistic (TS) was defined as the logarithm of the ratio between the maximal
likelihood including a point source component and the likelihood for the isotropic null hypothesis.
The significance of our observed TS was determined by comparing to maps scrambled in right
ascension. As before, the analysis was run twice, once with all events and once with only shower-

59

[ICRC Proceedings, 1710.01191]

Break in the ν spectrum follows the break in the CR spectrum.

Exponential cut-off could be due to a spectral resonance (e.g. ∆+), or a
dissipative source (e.g. GRB). [Murase, Ioka (PRL ’13); Petropoulou, Giannios,

Dimitrakoudis (MNRAS ’14); Anchordoqui et al. (PRD ’17)]
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by inelastic pp or pn scattering in cosmic ray reservoirs
like starburst galaxies and galaxy clusters/groups, and
(ii) photohadronic production by pγ scattering in cosmic
ray accelerators like GRBs and AGN. Both kinds of sources
produce charged pions/kaons, whose subsequent decays
are expected to give rise to astrophysical neutrinos.
For charged pions produced by pp scattering, isospin
invariance yields a roughly equal ratio of πþ; π− and π0

production, and the subsequent decay chain

π" → μ" þ νμðν̄μÞ; μ" → e" þ νeðν̄eÞ þ ν̄μðνμÞ ð1Þ

1A subdominant Galactic contribution, possibly associated
with known local large diffuse TeV to PeV gamma-ray sources at
the Galactic center [8] or the interstellar medium [9] cannot be
ruled out yet.
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high-energy (“hard”) component of the HESE two power-law fit. The results are shown in Fig. 3,
together with the single power-law fit. A non-zero second component with a softer spectrum is then
preferred by the likelihood fit. Due to the large uncertainties on this low-energy (“soft”) component
it is compatible with zero within about 2s in which case the fit reduces to a single astrophysical
component. A corresponding likelihood ratio test comparing the single power-law fit with the two
power-law fit using the independent n

µ,up measurement as a prior yields a p-value of 1.5%. Despite
the strong prior, there is no clear evidence for a break in the astrophysical spectrum in the HESE
data. Future IceCube analyses to be presented later this year, using samples extending to lower

Figure 3: Contour plot of the best-fit astrophysical spectral index gastro vs. best-fit per-flavor
normalization at 100TeV, Fastro. Shown is the single power-law fit in black (“1-Component”),
where the best-fit point is marked with a black star. The best-fit power law is E2

f(E) =

2.46±0.8⇥10�8(E/100TeV)�0.92GeVcm�2s�1sr�1. The orange contours show the best-fit com-
ponents assuming a two power-law hypothesis with the n

µ,up best fit [10], shown in pink, as a prior
for the hard component. Due to the large uncertainties on the soft component it is compatible with
zero within ⇡ 2s , in which case the fit reduces to a single astrophysical component.

energies and incorporating multiple channels, will have improved sensitivity to a possible break in
the astrophysical spectrum. Distributions of the HESE data events compared to background and
best-fit signal expectations for the above described single and two power-law model fits as func-
tions of deposited energy and declination can be found in figures 4a and 4b, respectively.

5. Spatial Clustering
A maximum-likelihood clustering method [3] was used to look for any neutrino point source in
the sample. The test statistic (TS) was defined as the logarithm of the ratio between the maximal
likelihood including a point source component and the likelihood for the isotropic null hypothesis.
The significance of our observed TS was determined by comparing to maps scrambled in right
ascension. As before, the analysis was run twice, once with all events and once with only shower-
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Break in the ν spectrum follows the break in the CR spectrum.

Exponential cut-off could be due to a spectral resonance (e.g. ∆+), or a
dissipative source (e.g. GRB). [Murase, Ioka (PRL ’13); Petropoulou, Giannios,

Dimitrakoudis (MNRAS ’14); Anchordoqui et al. (PRD ’17)]
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Fit Results

1st Comp. 2nd Comp. Φ10 Φ20 γ1 γ2 Ec/100 TeV TS/dof

(1 : 1 : 1) (1 : 1 : 1) 0.01 2.21 1.47×10−4 2.08 0.10 1.91
(1 : 1 : 1) (4 : 7 : 7) 17.18 0.88 3.19×10−10 1.83 0.50 1.48
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Event Spectrum

  

Best Fit Event Spectrum

● Using 2 comp flux to fit both HESE and TG is doable but having 
discrepancy at bins ~ 100 TeV ∼ 2σ excess around 100 TeV in the HESE data (consistent with [Chianese,

Miele, Morisi (JCAP ’17; PLB ’17)] )
A possible explanation: Decaying Dark Matter (instead of the soft
astrophysical component).
Has been widely discussed in the context of PeV excess. [Esmaili, Serpico

(JCAP ’13); Bhattacharya, Reno, Sarcevic (JHEP ’14); Rott, Kohri, Park (PRD ’15); Bai, Lu, Salvado

(JHEP ’16); Bhattacharya, Esmaili, Palomares-Ruiz, Sarcevic (JCAP ’17); ...]



A Simple DM Model

  

 DM+1Comp Flux: Model and Fitting
● Now, let’s assume the flux has 1 DM component and 1 astrophysical 

component

Feldstein et al (PRD '13); Esmaili, Serpico (JCAP '13); Murase et al (PRL '15); Boucenna et al (JCAP '15); Dev et 
al (JCAP '16); di Bari et al (JCAP '16); Cohen et al (PRL '17);  

Almost monochromatic 
neutrinos

Expand after SSB

 

DM (1st comp.) astro (2nd comp.) Φ0 γ0 MDM (TeV) τDM(1028 s) TS/dof

(1 : 1 : 1) (1 : 1 : 1) 1.62 2.00 316.23 6.31 1.38
(1 : 1 : 1) (4 : 7 : 7) 1.39 1.97 316.23 6.31 1.37



Event Spectrum

  

Best Fit Event Spectrum

2. Power law’s index best fit is 2

3. Statistically, 477 case is slightly better than 111 case.

1.  A DM component with a power law astrophysical component together could fit 
both HESE and TG data, with
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with K = 2 (pp) or 1 (pγ)

[Waxman, Bahcall (PRL ’97); Murase, Laha, Ando, Ahlers (PRL ’15); Esmaili, Serpico (JCAP ’15); Cohen,

Murase, Rodd, Safdi, Soreq (PRL ’17)]

We applied diffuse gamma-ray constraints from Fermi-LAT, HESS, VERITAS,
HAWC, ARGO, MILARGO, GRAPES, KASCADE and CASA-MIA.



Gamma-ray Constraints

  

Verifying Best Fits with Photon Constraint

Comparing the photon estimated flux with gamma ray constraints from CASA-MIA, 
MILARGO, FERMI-LAT,  GRAPES, KASCADE, ARGO, HAWC, HESS and 
VERITAS:

111 for both

1. IceCube 1comp fit clearly violates the constraint

2. 2comp astro fit has some tension with the constraint, especially for p γ case

3. DM+1comp fit has more survival chance compared with 2comp astro fit

Single-component HESE bestfit ruled out

Two-component bestfit still consistent

DM+astro flux is (slightly) favored over the purely astro flux



Conclusion

Understanding all aspects of the UHE neutrino events at IceCube is very
important for both Astrophysics and Particle Physics ramifications.
Single-component power-law fit to the HESE data is disfavored.
Need (at least) two-component flux to simultaneously explain the HESE
and throughgoing datasets.
Could be either purely astrophysical or a combination of astro and
particle physics origin.
Considered a simple model of decaying fermionic dark matter.
(Slightly) Favored by the data and gamma-ray constraints over a purely
astro flux.
More statistics and multi-messenger approach would be able to
discriminate between the two solutions.

THANK YOU.
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Physical Flavor Compositions

(1 : 2 : 0)S → (1 : 1 : 1)⊕

(0 : 1 : 0)S → (4 : 7 : 7)⊕

(1 : 1 : 0)S → (14 : 11 : 11)⊕

(1 : 0 : 0)S → (5 : 2 : 2)⊕
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Figure 4: Median sensitivity of the global analysis to an astrophysical neutrino flux of F(En) = 1.5⇥
10�18 GeV�1 cm�2 sr�1 s�1 (En/100TeV)�2.3 per flavor. This plot shows the profile likelihood space for the
flavor composition with the total flux normalization allowed to float freely. The sensitivity does not change
substantially for other spectra which are statistically consistent with previous observations.

to constrain an exponential cutoff in the astrophysical spectrum under various scenarios. A cutoff166

can be constrained, except for soft spectra where it becomes impossible to distinguish due to the167

expected number of high energy events being very small whether the cutoff is present or not.168

5. Future Extensions169

Besides the three samples currently integrated into the combined fit, several other data sets are170

complete or nearing completion which can enhance the sensitivity of this analysis. The cascade171

selection of [11] uses different techniques to select starting events and demonstrated to have a large172

fraction of events which do not appear in the starting sample offers the opportunity to substantially173

increase the statistics for cascade events. In addition, the selection for cascade event which are not174

fully contained within the detector [12] will add events not included in either of the contained event175

selections. Similar gains may be possible for nt candidate events; [13] represents a completely dif-176

ferent paradigm for identifying double cascades, which is expected to have very different strengths177

and weaknesses, and is therefore likely to be a good complement to [9]. Finally, new veto-based178

techniques for selecting additional starting track events [14] may further enhance the number of179

astrophysical neutrinos which can be collected with highly down-going directions. As many of180

these data sets as possible are planned to be included to form a truly global analysis, along with181
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Figure 5: Arrival directions of the events in galactic coordinates. Shower-like events are marked
with a + and those containing tracks with a ⇥. The new events of table 1 are shown in black. Colors
show the test statistics (TS) for the point-source clustering test at each location. No significant
clustering was found.

observations by other experiments. IceCube is already sending public alerts using the HESE chan-
nel for track-like events [13] with the plan to extend this to the full HESE selection including
cascade-like events soon.
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